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The paper deals with the usual fixed point property and the following Kakutani 
property of a space X: for every upper semicontinuous function @ from X to non- 
empty closed convex subsets of X, there exists x0 such that x0 E @(x0). We derive 
this property of X from various separation properties of convex subsets of X and 
a kind of local convexity of X. Convexity in our setup is given in an abstract 
axiomatic way. Special emphasis is given to the case where X has the form of a 
product. The obtained results cover several known fixed point theorems: Ky Fan- 
Glicksberg, Wallace, and special cases of Eilenberg-Montgomery. We also discuss 
an open problem concerning the fixed point property of tinite posets and its role in 
proving more advanced theorems. c 1992 Academc Press. Inc. 
In 1161 Keimel and Wieczorek presented results deriving the Kakutani 
property of a space X, equipped with abstract convexity, from the same 
property assumed to hold only for the polytopes in X. In [22] Wieczorek 
has dealt with the Kakutani property as a consequence of the usual fixed 
point property. In the present paper we deal, in the same framework, with 
theorems which establish the Kakutani property, as well as the usual fixed 
point property of X in a more direct manner deriving it just from separa- 
tion properties of convex sets in X and a kind of local convexity of X. It 
is interesting to notice that the usual definition of the fixed point property 
does not involve any “convex” sets but, nevertheless, the techniques using 
abstract convexities prove very powerful. 
In [ 171 Leray proved a fixed point theorem which has been extended by 
Wu Wen-tsiin [24] to the case of relations; it says that, given a compact 
space X, convexoidal in the sense of Leray [17], every upper semi- 
continuous relation @ G Xx X with nonzero index A(@) and such that 
all sections Q(x) : = {x’ 1 ( x, x’) E @} have the same Tech-Alexander 
cohomologies as the point, must have a fixed element x0 E @(x0). A part of 
the present paper can be regarded as an elementary (nonalgebraic) retine- 
ment and continuation of this subject; another part can be seen as an 
analysis of special cases of convexoidality. 
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In [IS] Muenzenberger and Smithson have considered abstract “fixed 
point structures,” an earlier formalization of the Kakutani property. The 
results obtained in that paper are, however, far distant from those to be 
presented here (though they have a considerable common part). A Remark 
on p. 167 in Muenzenberger and Smithson’s paper [18] formulates, as an 
open problem, the question whether the Kakutani Fixed Point Theorem 
could be obtained in an abstract framework. The results in the present 
paper as well as those obtained by Keimel and Wieczorek [ 161 and 
Wieczorek [22] can be regarded as an answer to this question. 
In Section I we give necessary definitions and formulate the basic result, 
Theorem (3). Section II contains its proof which is based on refinements 
and extensions of a theorem of Van de Vel [ 19, Theorem 4.11. In Sec- 
tion III we consider extensions of Theorem (3) to spaces which have the 
form of a product (generally, it is known that a product of two spaces with 
fixed point property may lack this property, see, e.g., Bing [2]). We deal 
here with “box” convexities which are extremely important in applications 
to game theory. The main result in this section is Theorem (12) which 
determines a large class of spaces with Kakutani and fixed point properties. 
In Section IV we describe special cases of the obtained results which 
include the fixed point theorems of Ky Fan and Glicksberg, Wallace, and 
special cases of Eilenberg and Montgomery. Finally, in Section V we 
discuss the relevance of an auxiliary result, Theorem (5) which is a sort of 
fixed point theorem in a finite partially ordered set. 
The author is grateful to Adam Idzik and Roman Manka for their 
comments and suggestions, especially those concerning the literature of the 
subject. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
A conoexiry on a topological space X is a family X of closed subsets of 
X which contains X as an element and which is closed under arbitrary 
intersections. Elements of X are called closed convex sets (there might be 
subsets of X not in X also interpreted as convex sets). 
A convexity X is normal if for every K E X and every closed set F dis- 
joint from K there exists K’ E X also disjoint from F, such that Kc Int K’. 
1fX is a T,-space (i.e., all singletons are closed) then normality of X implies 
its regularity in the sense of Keimel and Wieczorek [ 163. 
We say that a convexity X is local or that X is locally convex (w.r.t. X) 
if X is a topological base for X (i.e., for every xeX and every open set 
G 3 x there exists KE X such that x E Int KS KS G). Obviously, if all 
singletons in X belong to X then normality of X implies that X is local. 
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We say that a family of sets 5 screens a family of sets 9 whenever, for 
every A E 9 and G, G’ E Y such that A n G n G’ = 0, there exist F, F E 9 
such that A n G E F\F, A n G’ s F’\F, and Fu F = A; a family of sets Y 
penetrates a family of sets 9 whenever, for every F, F ~9 such that 
FvFE~ and every GEM?, the conditions GnF#@ and GnF’#@’ 
imply GnFnF#@. 
The Remark ( 1) below follows, e.g., from Corollary 6.1.18 in Engelking’s 
monograph [lo]; Remark (2) is obvious. 
(1) Remark. Let 9 be a family of closed subsets of a topological space 
X. If the intersection of every element of a family of sets 9 with every 
element of B is a connected set then Y penetrates 9. 
(2). Remark. If a family of sets 9 screens (resp. is penetrated by) a 
family of sets Y then it also screans (resp. is penetrated by) every subfamily 
of 9. 
If @ is a relation in a set X, i.e., @ s Xx X, then we denote, for x E X, 
@(x) := {Y I (4 Y) E @>. 
Recall that, given a topological space X, a relation @ G Xx X is upper 
semicontinuous (abbreviated u.s.c.) if all its sections a(x) are closed and the 
following condition holds: 
for all x0 E X and every neighborhood U of @(x0) there is 
a neighborhood V of x0 such that @J(X) c U for all x E V. 
We say that a topological space X has the Kakutani property w.r.t. a 
family of sets X E 2x whenever, for every U.S.C. relation @ in X with 
nonempty sections Q(x) E X there exists x,, such that x0 E @(x0). 
As usual, a topological space X is said to have the fixed point property 
whenever, for every continuous function g: X+ X there exists x0 such that 
x,, = g(x,). Obviously, if all singletons in X belong to X then the Kakutani 
property of X implies its fixed point property. 
The basic result in this paper is the following theorem: 
(3). THEOREM. Let SC be a convexity on a nonempty compact space X. 
Assume that there exists a family Y of subsets of X such that: (a) 9 is 
finitely multiplicative; (/?) 3? screens 9; (y) Y penetrates JT; and (6) 3 is a 
topological base for X. 
(a) If X is locally convex then it has the fixed point property. 
(b) If x is normal then X has the Kakutani property. 
Notice that Theorem (3)(a), which is just a statement about a topologi- 
cal space, can be rephrased so as to reduce the role of the convexity. Then 
it sounds as follows: 
4G9/168/2-14 
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(3’). THEOREM. A nonempty compact space X has the fixed point 
property whenever it admits a local convexity X and there is a family $9 C_ 2X 
satisfying the conditions (3)(a)-(6). 
Theorem (3) can be split into many specialized cases according to the 
choice of the family 9. 
For instance, Y may be a family of open sets interpreted as convex; in 
this case the “separation” condition (3)(p) has a clear intuitive meaning; 
(3)(y) would be satisfied, for instance, under two natural general 
requirements: “an intersection of two convex sets is convex” and “all 
convex sets are connected.” 
Another special case obtains for 99 =Xx. In this case conditions (3)(a) 
and (3)(J) (in case (3)(b), X must contain all singletons) become redun- 
dant; (3)(y) can be derived, for instance, from the hypothesis: “all closed 
convex sets are connected,” condition (3)(p) assumes the form “for every 
disjoint closed convex sets F, F there exist closed convex sets H, H’ such 
that FE H\H’, F’ E H’\H, and H u H’ =X.” 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM (3) 
We shall first recall several standard definitions and introduce some 
others. 
A simplex is a nonempty finite set; faces of a simplex are its nonempty 
subsets. A simplicial complex (or just complex) is a finite collection %’ of 
simplexes such that every face of every element of %? also belongs to V. 
A simplicial complex is recursively contractible if it consists of a simplex 
and all its faces or, recursively, it is a union of two recursively contractible 
complexes whose intersection is also a recursively contractible complex. 
The nerve of a finite family of sets (Ai 1 i E I) is the simplicial complex 
consisting of all Jc Z such that n { Ai 1 i E J> # 0. 
For any indexed family of sets a = (A; ) ie I) and any set F we shall write 
CI 1 F to denote the indexed family ( Ai n F 1 i E I). 
The theorem below is a refinement of van de Vel’s Theorem (4.1) in 
c191* 
(4). THEOREM. Let 9r and 9 befinitely multiplicative families of sets and 
assume that 9 screens % while 9 penetrates 9. Zf a finite indexed family u 
of elements of B covers a nonempty set FE 9 then the nerve of the family 
u ( F is a recursively contractible complex. 
Proof. Write a := (Ai 1 ie I). The proof is inductive w.r.t. cardinality of 
Z, denoted by n,. The theorem is trivial for n, = 1. Suppose that for some 
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p > 1 the theorem is true for all FE 8, F # 0, and all a with n, < p. Now 
let n, = p. 
The theorem is trivial if all Ai meet. In the opposite case, let t, F be the 
smallest integer n such that for every set .Zc Z with less than n elements, 
(Ai ( i E .Z} n Ff 12/ but there is a set J’ E Z with n elements such that 
n (AiIi~J'}nF=O. W e s a continue the proof inductively w.r.t. t,, F. h 11 
If ta,F= 1 then there is k such that .Ak n F= 0. Write ~1’ := (Ai 1 iEZ and 
i # k). The nerves of LY 1 F and a’ 1 F obviously coincide. Since n,. = p - 1, 
we obtain from the inductive hypothesis that cc’ I F, and consequently also 
c1 I F, has recursively contractible nerves. Suppose that for some q > 1 the 
theorem is true whenever t,, F < q and now assume that t,, F= q. Choose 
any j E .Z’ and write G := n {A i 1 i E J’ and i # j}. Since 9 screens 9, there 
exist H, H'EY such that GnF&H\H', AjnF~H'\H, and HvH'=F. 
Notice that t,, ,, = t,, Hn H, = 1; therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, a 1 H 
as well as 01 I H n H' have recursively contractible nerves. 
By the construction, n (Ai I in J’ and i #j} n H' = G n H' = $3 which 
means that t,Hs < q and therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, also a I H’ 
has a recursively contractible nerve. 
Now it suffices to prove that the nerve of a I H n H' is equal to the inter- 
section of the nerves of a I H and a I H'. Clearly, the nerve of a I H n H' is 
included in the nerves of a I H and a I H'. Now take any simplex SG Z 
which is in both nerves: of a 1 H and of a 1 H'. Write K := n ( Ai / in S). 
We have K n H # 0 and Kn H' # 0. Since KE 9, it follows from the 
definition of penetrating that Kn H n H' # 0 which means that S belongs 
to the nerve of a 1 H n H'. 
The next result, Theorem (5), deals with fixed points of relations in sim- 
plicial complexes. The theorem will be derived from a special case of the 
Eilenberg-Montgomery Fixed Point Theorem. Unfortunately, at this point 
we are forced to derive an easily formulated theorem from a nonelementary 
one. 
(5). THEOREM. Let (8 be a recursiuely contractible complex and let 
cpss9x~.Zf 
(a) for every OE%?, q(o) is a recursively contractible complex; and 
(b) for every a~% and its face T, p(z)? p(a); 
then there exists o,, which belongs to cp(o,). 
As usual, the geometric realization of a simplicial complex % is the set of 
all functions f: U % + R + such that the support of f belongs to ‘3 and 
z (IE u V f(a) = 1; the geometric realization of %? is considered as a topologi- 
cal space with topology of point-wise convergence; we denote it by I%[. 
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A polyhedron is a space homeomorphic to the geometric realization of a 
complex. 
A union of two contractible (in the topological sense) polyhedra with 
contractible intersection is also contractible (see, e.g., Borsuk [4, p. 901). 
Therefore we have: 
(6). Remark. The geometric realization of a recursively contractible 
complex is a contractible topological space. 
Let V be a simplicial complex and let cp c %? x %? be such that q(a) is a 
simplicial complex for every (T E V; we define 1~1 c 1%’ x [VI letting, for 
f E [VI, 1~1 (f) be the set of all elements of I$? whose support belongs to 
cp (support f). 
Notice the following: 
(7). Remark. Let %’ be a simplicial complex and let cp E %? x V. If, for 
every ~7 E%?, q(o) is a simplicial complex and, for every face z of 0, 
cp(z) 2 cp(cr), then 1~1 is upper semicontinuous. 
Proof of Theorem (5). A special case of the Theorem of Eilenberg and 
Montgomery [9] states that if W is a contractible polyhedron, Y c W x W 
is upper semicontinuous and, for every w E W, Y(w) is also a contractible 
polyhedron then there exists w0 such that w0 E Y(w,). Remarks (6) and (7) 
allow us to apply this theorem; thus there exists f. E IV/ which belongs to 
1~1 (fo). For the support of fo, call it co, we clearly have (TIE (~(0~). 
If c1 is an (indexed) family of sets and B is a set then St, B denotes the 
star of B in ~1, i.e., the union of all elements of a which intersect B. 
If x is a fixed convexity on a topological space X then, for any set 
A GX, hull A denotes the set n {KE x I KzA}. 
(8). LEMMA. Let z~C be a convexity on a nonempty compact space X. 
Assume that for every entourage (i.e., neighborhood of the diagonal) 
E E Xx X there exists a finite indexed family yE = (GE I i E ZE) covering X 
whose elements satisfy GE x GE z E and such that for every nonempty closed 
convex set FZ X, the nerve of the family yE ( F is recursively contractible. 
(a) Zf X is locally convex then it has the fixed point property. 
(b) If %? is normal then X has the Kakutani property. 
Proof: We shall be actually proving (b); the proof of (a) requires only 
minor modifications which will be described in the course of the proof. 
In what follows, given a relation Y G Xx X and a set A E X, Y[A] 
denotes lJ {Y(x) ) x E A} while Y” denotes the n-fold composition of Y 
with itself. 
Let CD c X x X be an U.S.C. relation with nonempty convex sections Q(x) 
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(in the case (a), @ would be a graph of a continuous function g: X+ X). 
For every entourage E c Xx X define a relation @, s Xx X by 
GE(x) := St,, hull @[St,, n {GE 1 x E GE}], for XEX. 
We shall first prove that there exists xE which is in QE(xE). Let nE 
denote the nerve of the indexed family yE. For every OE~~, let f, be the 
union of all simplexes in nE which include 0 and let H, denote the nerve 
of the indexed family yE 1 hull @[U {GE 1 i~f,}]. Notice that, by 
construction and the hypothesis, the relation 
qy=U {{a}xH,laEn,}Ql,xn, 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem (5) and therefore there exists 5 
such that 5 E (~~(0. Define a relation p g Xx nE letting, for x E X, p(x) := 
{i 1 XEG~}. Notice that @E=~~~E~~-’ and qE=~-iOQEo~. Thus, for 
every (x, e)~p, XE QE(x) is equivalent to 5 E (~~(5). In particular, the 
existence of a fixed point for (Pi implies the existence of a fixed point for 
DE; we name it xE. 
Let x0 be a cluster point of the net (x, 1 E is an entourage in X). We 
shall now prove that x0 is a fixed point for @. In order to achieve it, it 
suffices to prove that for every neighborhood U of 0(x”) there exists a 
neighborhood Go of x0 and an entourage E, such that for every x E Go and 
every Es E,, OE(x) c U. In fact, if x0 were not in @(x0) then obviously it 
would not be a cluster point of the net (xE) whose elements eventually fall 
into U which may be disjoint from x0. 
Choose Uz @(x0) and let F be a closed convex neighborhood of @(x0) 
included in U. Its existence follows, in the case (a) from local convexity of 
X and, in the case (b), from normality of Xx. Since @ is upper semi- 
continuous, there exists a neighborhood Gi of x0 such that for all x E G,, 
O(x) c F. Let E, be an entourage in X such that E, [F] z U and let E2 be 
an entourage in X such that Ei(x’) c G,. Write Go := E,(x’) and let 
E, := E, n E,. We shall finally check that Go and E, are as required. For 
every x E Go and E G E, we have 
St,,, n {GE 1X E GE} G E*(X) E E;(X) E E;(x') s G, ; 
thus 
Since F is closed convex, also 
hull@[St,,n {G;IxEG;}]EF 
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and finally 
St,, hull @[St,, r) {GE 1 XE GE}] c E[F] GE, [F] g U. 
Theorem (3) is an immediate consequence of Theorem (4) and 
Lemma (8); one only has to notice that, if $9 is a topological base for a 
compact space X then for every entourage E c Xx X there exists a finite 
cover of X composed of the sets GE 59 such that G x G E E. 
III. RESULTS CONCERNING PRODUCTS 
In this section we shall apply Theorem (3) to convexities of a special 
kind: given an indexed family of topological spaces (Xi 1 i E Z} and an 
indexed family of convexities (& 1 i E I), with & being a convexity on Xi, 
the box convexity on the product space Z7 (Xi ) Z’E I) is the convexity 
consisting of all the products n ( Ci I i E I) such that Ci E & for every i E I. 
The box convexity is obtained as a result of an automatic operation of 
taking products and it is essentially coarser than the “usual” convexity in 
products, the simplest example being IR’. However, the box convexity is 
extremely important when dealing with applications in game theory: spaces 
X,. are then interpreted as strategy sets of particular players each of whom 
determines his choice according to his preferences and subject to some 
constraints; under some assumptions, player’s i replies which are in some 
sense “good” constitute a set which belongs to a convexity &. The players 
act independently, therefore their joint “good replies” form a box in the 
product space n (Xi 1 in I}. A routine reasoning connects equilibria in the 
game with fixed points of a “good reply” correspondence and this is why 
the fixed point theorems concerning box convexities are so important. This 
is not the right place to present any further details but an interested reader 
will see relevant applications of the results in this section to games with 
constraints in a paper of Wieczorek [23]. 
(9). LEMMA. Let (z I iE I) and (3 I ie I) be indexed families of 




(a) If, for every in I, $ screens 2Ji and, for every Gi, Gi E 4, there 
exists Fi E 9$ such that Fi 2 Gi v G( (for instance, this is the case whenever 
IJ 3 E e) then 9 screens 3. 
(b) If, for every i E Z, gi penetrates .S$ then Y penetrates 9. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that A=n (Ai 1 ~EZ)EY, G=n (Gi I ~EZ)E%, 
and G’=n (G,! 1 ~EZ)E~? are such that AnGnG’=@. Then A,nGiOn 
GiO = 0 for some i, E I. Let Z$, F‘:, E 3$ be as in the definition of screening. 
Then the sets 
F:=n (4.1 FEZ) and F’ :=n (c! 1 FEZ) 
with Fi= F: chosen, for all if i,, so as to include Giv Gi satisfy the 
conditions 
AnGsF\F’, A n G’ s F’\F, and FvF’=A. 
(b) Let F=n(I;1[ FEZ) and F’=n(Z$‘I FEZ) be such that also 
Fu F’ E 9; then there is i, E Z such that FiO u FiO E e0 while I;;: = F; for all 
i#&,. Take any G=~(G,~~EZ)E~ with GnFffZI and GnF’#@. 
Clearly, G,n F,# 0 and G,n F:,, # $3 and therefore also G,n l$n 
Fi,,#@. For all i#iO we have GinF,=GinF,'#(ZI, hence GnFn 
F’Z0. 
(10). THEOREM. For i E Z, let & be a convexity on a topological space Xi, 
and let X := n (Xi ( i E I). 
(a) If, for every i E Z, & is local then so is the box convexity on X. 
(b) If, for every i E Z, Xi is compact while z is normal then the box 
convexity on X is also normal. 
Proof: (a) Let x E X and let G z X be an open set containing x. There 
exists a finite set of indexes {ii, . . . . in} and open sets G, c Xi,, . . . . G, E X, 
such that the set G’ := n (G: ) i E I), defined by 
G& := G, for k = 1, . . . . n, 
Gj := Xi if there is no k = 1, . . . . n with i, = i, 
satisfies the condition x E G’ E G. 
For k = 1, . . . . n, let D, E &k be such that X~,E Int D,. The set 
C := n (Ci 1 FEZ) defined by 
Ci:=D, if there is k = 1, . . . . n such that i = i,, 
ci := xi if there is no such k, 
clearly satislies the condition x E Int C E Cc G. 
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(b) Take any set C = n ( Ci 1 in I) with Ci E 4 for all i E I and let 
Fc X be any closed set disjoint from C. The set X\F is, by the definition 
of product topology, a union of a family $ of sets of the form n ( Gi 1 i E I) 
with Gi = Xi for all but finitely many i E I and Gi being an open subset of 
Xi for all i E I. Since C is compact, there exists a finite subfamily of f, say 
{n (G{ 1 iEZ) 1 j= 1, . . . . kj, covering C. 
For iEZ, let C(~ denote the family of all subsets T of the set { 1, . . . . k} such 
that lJ {G{ 1 Jo T} zC,. For in T, let G,! denote n (U {G; 1 Jo T} 1 TEE}. 
The set G’ := n (G( 1 i E I) is open, Cc G’, G’ n F= 0, and, by 
construction, G,! = Xi for all but finitely many i E I. 
For i E Z, define Di := Xi if G,! = X,, otherwise let Di be any element of & 
such that Cis Int Die Dis G:; it exists by normality of &. The set 
D := n (Di I i E I) clearly belongs to the box convexity on X and it satisfies 
CEInt DGD and DnF#(25. 
The next lemma has a purely topological character. Its proof is standard 
and therefore omitted. 
(11). LEMMA. For i E Z, let 4 be a family of sets in a topological space X, 
and let Y denote the famiZy of all products n (Gi 1 i E I) E X := n (Xi I i E I) 
such that Gi = Xi for all but finitely many i E Z and Gi E 3. whenever Gi # Xi. 
If 
(a) all Xi but finitely many are compact; and 
(b) for every i E Z and every entourage Ei E X, x X, there exists a finite 
cover of Xi composed of sets Gi E gi satisfying Gi x Gi E E,; 
then, for every entourage E c Xx X, there exists a finite cover of X 
composed of sets G E 3 satisfying G x G c E. 
We are now in a position to formulate and prove the main result in this 
section :
(12). THEOREM. For i E Z, let z be a convexity on a nonempty compact 
space Xi. Assume that, for every i E Z, there exists a family ?Ji of subsets of 
Xi such that: (a) 4 is finitely multiplicative; (fi) & screens $; (y) 3. 
penetrates &; and (6) ?& is a topological base for Xi. 
(a) If, for every i E Z, Xi is locally convex then n (Xi I i E I) has the 
fixed point property. 
(b) If, for every i E Z, & is normal then n (Xi 1 i E I) has the Kakutani 
property w.r.t. the box convexity. 
Proof Define B to be the family of all products n ( Gi 1 i E I) such that 
there exists a finite set of indexes Z, c Z such that Gie 3. for iE IO and 
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Gi = Xi for i# I,,. By Lemma (9) and Remark (l), 9 satisfies conditions 
(3)(p)-(y); conditions (3)(a) and (3)(h) are obviously satisfied. 
Theorem (10) implies that n (Xi 1 i E I) and its box convexity satisfy, in the 
respective cases (a) and (b), the hypotheses of conditions (3)(a) and (3)(b). 
Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem (10). 
In the case of the usual fixed point property, the results presented in this 
section only apparently involve the box convexity. Theorem (12)(a) 
actually determines a large class of topological spaces with fixed point 
property. Its rephrasement, analogous to and generalizing Theorem (3’) 
would look like this: 
(12’). THEOREM. A nonempty compact space X has the fixed point 
property whenever it admits a factorization X = n (Xi 1 ie I) such that each 
Xi admits a local convexity and there is a family of sets 3. s 2x’ satisfying the 
conditions (12)(a)-(6). 
Actually, when proving Theorem (12), we could only deal with the case 
of finite Z and then extend the result to arbitrary Z by means of 
Theorem (13). However, we preferred to present a proof the way it has 
been given, since the auxiliary results, Lemma (9) and Theorem (lo), are 
interesting on their own and in the given proof of Theorem (12) it is clearly 
seen how the auxiliary family of sets 9 has been selected. 
On the other hand, Theorem (13) is interesting and important on its own 
behalf; actually, it generalizes a known theorem concerning the usual fixed 
point property (Dyer [8]; see Dugundji and Granas [6, p. 711. 
(13). THEOREM. For ie Z, let z be a family of sets in a compact space 
Xi. Zf, for every finite set of indexes I, G Z, the space n (Xi 1 ie I,) has the 
Kakutani property w.r.t. the family of all boxes {n ( Ki 1 i E Z,,) I K, E &for 
all ie Z,} then the space X := n (Xi I ie I) has the Kakutani property w.r.t. 
thefamilyofallboxes {n(K,j iEZ)I K;Exfor alliEZ}. 
Proof Let @ E Xx X be upper semicontinuous and such that, for every 
XE X, Q(x) is a nonempty box in X, i.e., Q(x) = n (Gi(x) I irz I). Choose 
any~*EX.ForanyfinitesetZ,EZwriteX~~:=~(X~Ii~Z,).For~EX’~ 
define a,&() to be an x E X such that xi = ri for all ie Z, and xi = x7 for all 
i$ZO. 
Define !PIO E X’O x X’O letting, for [ E X’O, 
yu,(t) := n (@i(cr10(5)) I iELJ; 
by assumption, there exists cro E X’O such that cro E !Pu,([‘O). 
Now it suffices to check that any cluster point of the net (GL,~([‘O) 1 I,, E I) 
is a fixed point of @; this is routine. 
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Finally, we shall derive in this section two consequences of 
Theorem (12): a theorem concerning fixed points of “Kakutani 
factorizable” relations and its special case, a “coincidence” theorem. 
Let X be a topological space. We say that a relation DE X is Kakutani 
factorizable if there exist compact spaces X0 = X, Xi, . . . . X,, normal 
convexities: x0 on X0, x, on X,, . . . . & on X,, finitely multiplicative 
families of sets: 9&c 2”‘, 9, G 2x’, . . . . $$ G 2xn, such that, for i= 0, . . . . n, 3 is 
a topological base for X,, $ penetrates & while & screens 9,‘,, and upper 
semicontinuous relations with nonempty convex sections QO c X0 x Xi, . . . . 
@ n-ISXn-1 xX,, @,gX,,xX, such that @=QOo . ..o@~-.o@,,. 
(14). THEOREM. Let X be a nonempty topological space. If a relation 
@ c Xx X is Kakutani factorizable then x0 E @(x0) for some x0 E X. 
Proof We use the standard argument of Kakutani [ 151 (the idea to do 
so has been suggested to me by Marc Lassonde). Consider the space 
Y:=X,x ... x X, and the relation ‘Yc Y x Y defined by 
WQ, . . . . x,) := @,(x,)x q&Y,) x ... x @,-1(x,- 1). 
By Theorem (12), @ has a fixed point (xi, . . . . xz); clearly xi is a fixed point 
for @. 
(15). COROLLARY. For i= 1,2, let G$ be a normal convexity on a non- 
empty compact space Xi. Assume that, for i = 1, 2, there exists a family 4 
of subsets of Xi satisfying the conditions (12)(a)-(6). For any upper 
semicontinuous relations with nonempty convex sections, CD, c X, x Y, and 
0, c X, xX, there exist X~E X, and X~E X, such that X~E @,(xy) while 
x; E f&(x;). 
IV. SPECIAL CASES 
We shall now list several special cases lit to the framework of 
Theorem (3), by which we mean that they comprise spaces with very 
natural convexities which, under additional assumptions, may full71 the 
assumptions of Theorem (3). 
Needless to say, any product of these spaces fits to the framework of 
Theorem (12). 
Actually, the Case (A) dealing with the “usual” convexity in topological 
vector spaces occurs to be a special case of the convexity considered in (C) 
but, for its importance and differences in handling, we treat it separately. 
In turn, the case (B) has a different character; only its compact metric case 
is a special case of (C); only singletons and intervals are common for 
Special Cases (A) and (B). 
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(A) Let X be a convex set in a topological vector space E; the usual 
convexity X on X consists of all closed convex (in the usual sense) subsets 
of X. By well-known separation results (see, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz [7, 
Section V.51; also Remark (1) in this paper), if X is nonempty compact 
while E is Hausdorff and locally convex then Xx, together with the family 
X = Y, satisfies ail assumptions of Theorem (3) (the same holds true if 9 
is taken to be the family of all open convex, in the usual sense, subsets of 
X). Thus we obtain as a special case the Ky Fan [ 11 ]-Glicksberg [ 121 
Fixed Point Theorem which states that every nonempty convex compact 
set in a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space has the Kakutani 
property w.r.t. the usual convexity. 
(B) Let X be a locally connected tree-like space, i.e., a connected 
Hausdorff space in which every two distinct points x and x’ can be 
separated by some y (in the sense that x and x’ belong to different 
connected components of X\ { y } ) and let X be the family of all closed 
connected subsets of X Since the intersection of any family of connected 
sets in X is connected (see, e.g., van de Vel [20, p. 241) we find that X 
is a convexity. 
If X is a tree, i.e., a compact locally connected tree-like space then its 
convexity is normal (this follows from an easy compactness argument and 
Jamison’s [ 14, pp. 55-571 observation that for every compact connected 
set C in a tree and every x4 C there exists a compact connected 
neighborhood of C also disjoint from x). Let Y be either X or the family 
of all open connected subsets of X. In both cases, normality of X implies 
the condition (3)(d) (the interior of a connected set in X is also connected) 
while (3)(y) follows from Remark (1). In order to prove (3)(p), take any 
disjoint nonempty sets G, G’ E $9 and any x E G, x’ E G’. Let .y E hull{ x, x’ } 
be any point not in G u G’ (we skip here the details of the reasoning). It 
suffices to define now F as the closure of the connected component of 
X\{ y ) including G and F’ as the closure of the connected component 
of X\{y} including G’; this fullils the requirements of the definition of 
screening. 
Thus we have proved that every nonempty tree satisfies the assumptions 
of Theorem (3) and therefore it has the Kakutani property. This generalizes 
the Wallace 1211 Fixed Point Theorem (cf. also Keimel and Wieczorek 
[16, p. 1023 and Wieczorek [22]). 
(C) Suppose that a topological space X admits a connecting function, 
i.e., a continuous function c: [O; l] x X2 -+ X such that 
c(a, x, x) = c( 1, x, x’) = c(0, x’, x) = x 
holds for all a E [O; 1 ] and all X, x’ E X. 
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We say that a set A & X is conuex (w.r.t. c) whenever, for all u E [O; 1 ] 
and x, x’ E A’, x, x’ E A implies C(CI, x, x’) E A. The convexity consisting 
of all closed convex sets is referred to as generated by c. We have the 
following: 
(16). PROPOSITION. If a connecting function c in a space X generates a 
normal convexity and it satisfies the condition: 
(a) for every x, x', xl, x;EX, every a~(0; I), and & P’E(O; 11 
there exists YE [O; l] such that c(y, c(fl, x, x,), c(b’, x’, x’,)) belongs to 
hull{c(a, x, x’), x,, x;}; 
then the family of all closed convex sets in X screens itself 
Proof: Given any disjoint closed convex sets F, F’ take any disjoint 
closed convex sets F,, F; such that FG Int F, and F’ E Int F’, . Let G be a 
maximal convex set including F, and disjoint from F; and let H and H’ 
denote, respectively, the closures of G and X\G. We infer from (a) that 
X\G is convex and,, by continuity of c, also H and H’ are convex. Thus we 
have FL H‘\H’, F’z H’\H, and H v H’= X. 
(17). PROPOSITION. Zf a conoexity on a space X is generated by a 
connecting function c then the family of all closed convex sets penetrates 
itself 
Proof: Let F, F’ be closed and convex with Fu F’ also being convex 
and let G be convex such that x E G n F and x’ E G n F’; suppose that 
G n Fn F’ = 0. Clearly, x and x’ belong to different connected com- 
ponents of the set H := (F\F’)u (F’\F); on the other hand, the set 
ccco; 11 x {x> x {x’>l is connected and entirely included in H, a 
contradiction. 
(18. PROPOSITION. Zf a connecting function c in a compact metric space 
(X, r) satisfies the condition: 
(a) for every E>O, x, x', x1, xi E X such that r(x, x’) GE and 
r(xl, xi) GE and every aE [O; l] there exists BE [O; l] such that 
r(c(a, x, xl 1, c(B, x’, xi)) d E; 
then the generated convexity is normal. 
In order to prove Proposition (18), it suffices to notice that (a) implies 
that, for any convex set A E X and any E > 0, also the set A, := ( y E X ) 
3 xtAr(x, y) d E} is convex. 
Dugundji [S] and Himmelberg [ 131 have proven that a compact metric 
space which admits a connecting function such that the corresponding 
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convexity is local, is an AR (absolute retract). In this case we find out that 
a special case of Theorem (3) concerning nonempty compact metric spaces 
with convexity generated by an appropriate connecting function occurs to 
be a special case of the Eilenberg-Montgomery Fixed Point Theorem 
saying that every compact metric acyclic ANR has the Kakutani property 
w.r.t. the family of all acyclic subsets (in our case, every nonempty convex 
set is acyclic, being even contractible). 
The most common example of a connecting function obtains in the case 
where X is a convex set in a topological vector space: then c(a, x, x’) := 
ax + (1 - a) x’ is a connecting function and it generates the usual convexity 
on X. 
Here is a more original important special case of a connecting function: 
say that a metric space (Y, p) is strongly conuex in the sense of Borsuk [3] 
or [4, p. 2191, if for every y, y’~ Y there exists exactly one ZE Y such that 
p( y, z) = p( y’, z) = p( y, y/)/2. If the space in question is also complete 
then for every y, y’ E Y and every a E [O; l] there exists exactly one 
element d(a, y, y’) E Y such that p( y, d(a, y, y’)) = (1 - a) p( y, y’) and 
p( y’, d(a, y, y’)) = ap( y, y’). This function d is a connecting function (cf. 
Borsuk [3, pp. 325-3261). 
It is known (cf. Bing [ 11) that every metric tree can be metrized with a 
strongly convex metric. In this case, the convexity generated by the 
corresponding connecting function is normal while the family of all closed 
convex sets screens itself; actually, this convexity coincides with the 
convexity described in the Special Case (B). 
V. How ELEMENTARY IS THEOREM (5) 
The results in this paper rely on Theorem (5); the rest of the proofs is 
comprised of various reasonings mainly concerning set-theoretic relations 
and operations. Notice that Theorem (5) is a statement concerning a finite 
set; more precisely, it establishes the fixed point properties of relations in 
this finite set. Therefore one might expect that Theorem (5) would have a 
relatively simple proof. However, the only proof of Theorem (5) we can 
offer is a reference to a special case of the Eilenberg-Montgomery Theorem 
or an adaptation of the proof of Eilenberg-Montgomery Theory to the case 
of Theorem (5), still involving the methods of algebraic topology. 
Probably there are simple direct proofs of Theorem (5), recursive or 
combinatorial, something like a proof of the Sperner Lemma, but their 
existence is an open problem. Such a result would allow for alternative, 
relatively simple proofs of the results like the Brouwer Theorem (obviously, 
in such a special case, the remaining part of the proof would become 
essentially simpler than our proof of the general Theorem (3)). 
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FIG. 1. The cone over A’. 
We shall also formulate an analogue of Theorem (5) in the language of 
partially ordered sets (posets), Theorem (5’). We shall not formally prove 
the equivalence of Theorems (5) and (5’) but this is clearly visible and the 
proof of this equivalence is routine. 
Let X and X’ be disjoint pose&, let o: X+ X’ be their isomorphism and 
let u # Xv X’. The set Xu X’ u {u} with the smallest order including 
X’ x {u}, {(ox, x) 1 x E X) and the orders in X and X’ is a cone over X 
(Fig. 1). 
A poset X is a simplex if there exists a sequence of posets 
X,GX,E ... G X, = X such that X0 is a singleton and, for i = 1, . . . . IZ, Xi is 
a cone over Xi ~ r . 
Let X and X’ be posets such that the orders in X and X’ coincide on 
Xn X’. The union of X and X’ is the set Xu X’ with the smallest order 
including the orders in X and X’. 
A poset is recursively contractible if it is a simplex or, recursively, it is a 
union of two recursively contractible posets whose intersection is also 
recursively contractible (Fig. 2). 
A subset A of a poset X is increasing if, for any a E A and x E X, a < x 
implies x E A. 
(5’). THEOREM. Let X be a recursively contractible poset and let 
FEXXX. zf 
(a) for every x E X, F(x) is recursively contractible and increasing and 
(b) for eoery x, X’E X, x<x’ implies F(x) c F(x’); 
then there exists x0 E X such that x0 E F(x,). 
FIG. 2. Four examples of recursively contractible posets. 
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